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ADSAM-C/G in context of ISO31000-based PPR



ADSAM Tools Overview: ADSAM-G (deterministic)
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B. Visual representation of 
grounding damage extent

C. Grounding scenario report



ADSAM Tools Overview: ADSAM-GP and -CP (probabilistic)
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ADSAM Tools Overview: Guidance on input parameters

Vessel parameters

Oil parameters



OpenRisk Baltic Sea Case Study: Scenarios from ERC-M



Accident scenario 4: Grounding

A medium size tanker carrying light-medium crude oil 
suffers an engine problem, such that the engine is stuck 
in half speed ahead. This occurs in the approach 
waterway in the Archipelago between Mossakär and 
Viskär.

The vessel navigates out of the fairway, and suffers a 
subsequent rudder failure. Efforts of dropping the anchor 
are only partially successful to slow down the vessel, but 
eventually the vessel grounds near the Vitharju island.



Accident scenario 4: Grounding
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Accident scenario 1: Collision

A large size tanker carrying diesel oil proceeds in the traffic 
separation scheme. The vessel was planning to proceed 
southwest and wanted that a second vessel would alter to 
starboard and pass her stern.
The second vessel said she would alter 10-15 to starboard, and 
after a few minutes this manoeuvre was executed. At this point, 
the tanker altered course to port, upon which the Helsinki traffic 
centre contacts the vessel asking why she is performing this 
manoeuvre. The tanker’s officer on watch answer that this is 
because the other vessel is not altering to starboard, which 
clearly is an erroneous judgment.
The other vessel altered more to starboard to avoid collision, but 
after another unfortunate manoeuver by the tanker, the vessels 
come in a close encounter situation, upon which the second 
vessel strikes the tanker in its midship area. This occurs in the 
traffic separation area off Hanko



Accident scenario 1: Collision



Accident scenarios: Summary

Inputs: collision

Inputs: grounding

Outputs: accidental spills



OpenRisk Baltic Sea Case Study: Drift and Recovery

Mr. Rytkönen, 
can you help us?
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